The Game

Kristina Abney is returning to her
hometown ready to take on the world and
to begin teaching at her former high school.
Little did she know that also teaching at
that school is the previous love of her life,
Jake Taylor. Jake had broken her heart
when they had played The Game and then
left her without explanation. Kris is
devastated to realize she still has serious
feelings for Jake. Kris best friend, Ami,
knows her and Jakes history and resolves
to get them back together and help them
work through their problems. When Ami is
injured in a serious accident, both Kris and
Jake rush to her side. The chain of events
throw them together and their love
blossoms. When things begin to go well for
them, Kris is shocked at the appearance of
an old girlfriend of Jakes. Can love survive
when trust has been broken?
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